ensemble cantissimo
ensemble cantissimo, founded in 1994, is one of the most sought-after vocal ensembles in Germanspeaking countries. The name “cantissimo“ says it all: a concentration on a cappella singing, the
highest discipline of choral music. A special emphasis is also put on discovering and rediscovering the
works of forgotten (and new) composers. With their characteristic style of interpretation and exciting
program selections, the German and Swiss singers under the direction of their founder Markus Utz
delight critics and audiences alike. ensemble cantissimo established itself with performances at the
Heiligkreuzer Concerts in Kempten, Germany. After these came concerts throughout Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Italy and Israel. In 2018, Yale University invited the ensemble to perform at the Yale
International Choral Festival. The only group from Europe invited to the Festival, cantissimo coupled
these performances with a tour to New York City and Boston, where the ensemble was received very
well. Regular invitations to well-known music festivals and close collaboration with state radio
institutions demonstrate the high esteem in which the ensemble is held.
The considerable discography of ensemble cantissimo includes several premiere recordings and
rediscoveries which have been highly praised by the trade press. Some examples include the sacred
works of Mozart’s teacher Giovanni Battista Martini (Membran, 2007), or the cycle dedicated to the
Virgin Mary, “Mater Dei“ by the Freiburg composer Franz Philipp (Spektral / SWR, 2008). In 2010 BRKlassik released the coproduction “I Himmelen“ with Scandinavian choral music (Spektral / BR, 2010)
and in 2011 Carus Publishing Stuttgart engaged the ensemble for the first ever recordings of the Brahms
contemporary Heinrich von Herzogenberg’s choral works. This eventually turned into three CDs with a
representative selection of Herzogenberg’s vocal music. The album “War Dreams,“ (Spektral / SRF
2015) produced in 2016 and recorded with the Raschèr Saxophone Quartet, was nominated for an
Opus Klassik award. The following year the CD “Mensch, werde wesentlich“ (Spektral / SRF 2015)
was released and included sacred works by the Swiss composer, theologist and philosopher Adolf
Brunner. This was a further coproduction with the Swiss Radio SRF.
https://ensemble-cantissimo.de

